In this paper, we propose a new self-tuning control for continuous-time linear time invariant MIMO systems. We first develop a self-tuning multi-input state feedback control, and then develop a self-tuning control for a general MIMO system with an inputoutput description. In the latter case, we show that once the system's dynamics of the MIMO system is properly parameterized into a nonminimal state space description, the self-tuning control problem can be transformed into that in the former case, and therefore be solved similarly. The unique feature of our state space approach compared with the conventional polynomial equation approach is that the only a priori information on the system required is an upper bound of the system's observability indices.
Section I Introduction
In this paper, we propose a new continuous-time self-tuning controller for general continuous-time systems. Our approach differs from previous approaches in two aspects: (1) Previous approaches rely on a parameterization using polynomial equations. In our approach, we use a state space parameterization, and start the design with the self-tuning state feedback control in which the system state is accessible for measurement. We then show that the proposed design procedure can be applied to the more general case in which the system is described in polynomial equations and only the system's outputs are accessible for measurement. This new approach enables us to design STC's for MIMO systems without substantial efforts compared with the SISO systems. (2) We need only the knowledge of an upper bound of the system's observability indices for the STC design -a more relaxed assumption on the system than previous results.
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Section I1 Preliminaries
The following lemmas will be used to establish the stability of the self-tuning controller presented in this paper. They are either well known in the adaptive control theory or can be easily derived from others; their proofs are relegated to the references. 
where the subscript f denotes the filtering process:
S + X W '
In the following lemmas, H ( s ) is the rational transfer function of a strictly proper and asymptotically stable system. where x E R" denotes the state vector, U E R" the input vector, ( A , B) the nominal system matrices, and ( A A , A B ) the unknown system matrices. We assume that the system state x is directly accessible. The objective now is to estimate the unknown system matrices, and apply the certainty equivalence principle [5] to the design of a regulation controller. In this paper, we demonstrate the control design using the optimal state feedback controller; however, other types of linear controllers, static or dynamic, can also be employed without affecting the results obtained below.
Section 1II.A Parameters Identification
To identify the uncertain parameters in the system, we reparameterize the system dynamics (3.1) as follows: define where we used Eq.(3.5) to obtain the second equality. Based on Eq.(3.6), we apply the normalized L.S. algorithm in Lemma 1 to update 0 , resulting in
Section 1II.B Controller Design
Having obtained an estimate of the unknown system parameters, we can construct different types of controllers based on the estimated system ( A + 
Section 1II.C Stability of the Self Tuner
In this subsection, we will show that as long as there exists a Lyapunov function for the exact nonadaptive controller, the asymptotic convergence of the state variables can be established for the self-tuning controller using the original Lyapunov function. where I'l(t), I ' z ( t ) and I'3(t) approach zeros as t -+ 00 by Lemma 4. The last inequality enables us to conclude that V(t) -+ 0 as t --* 00. This can be seen as follows: assume that limt,,V(t) -+ 00; in other words, there exists an infinite sequence { t i , i = . . , m) such that 1 < V ( t i ) = ~~v t ( t i )~~m and limi-wV(ti) -+ W. Equation (3.14) then suggests that
i r i ( t i ) + r z ( t i ) + r3(ti)
Since the right-hand side of the last inequality approaches zero as i -+ 00, a contradiction is obtained.
We then conclude that V(t) is bounded; i.e., there exists aconstant M such that llVtllm 5 M for all t 2 0 .
Again, inequality (3.14) suggests that
~( t )
m(rl(t) + rz(t)) + A T r 3 ( t )
Since ri's all approach zeros as t -+ 00, V ( t ) and zf also approach zeros as t -+ 00.
It remains to show that the state variables z ( t ) a p proach zero asymptotically. To show this, we divide Eq.[3.9) by f(s), and notice that the time derivative of K belongs to L2, "f = -(k+ = -k Z f + a 5 ( t ) l l Z f t l l w , (3.15) where we have used the Corollay again to obtain the second equality, and a 5 ( t ) -+ 0 as t -+ 00. Since zf approaches zero, so does u t . From the definition of w T = ( % f l u ! ) , wf also approaches zero. Finally, according to Eqs.(3.4) and (3.12),
We can now conclude that ~( t ) approaches zero asymptotically. A D ( s ) , N ( s ) , A N ( s ) E R m x m [ s ] where y is the system output, U the control input, D ( s )  and N ( s ) are known a priori, and A D ( s ) and A N ( s ) denote the uncertain parts of the system dynamics, and D ( s ) ( + A D ( s ) ) and N ( s ) ( + A N ( s ) Here, we merely use a simulation example to demonstrate the results.
Section IV Self-Tuner for MIMO Systems
[ D ( s ) + A D ( s ) ] y = [ N ( s ) + A N ( s ) ] u (4.1)
D ( s ) ,
Example
Consider a system are successfully regulated to zero as shown in Figure  1 , and the deviations of four of the estimated parameters from their initial guesses are shown in Figure 2 . We note that in this example, altogether there are 20 estimated parameters while we showed only four of them.
